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Refractive or diffractive interyretation of heavy-ion elastic scattering
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A characteristic pattern frequently observed in the angular distribution of heavy-ion elastic scattering at moderate

energies above the Coulomb barrier has been attributed either to a Fresnel diffraction or to a rainbo~ efFect. %'e

propose a comparison between the strong absorption radius R „and the rainbo~ radius E., at different energies,

which may have some relevance on deciding whether the absorptive or the refractive interpretation is to be

preferred, Despite the difficulties in the exact determination of these two distances, an analytical expression for their

energy dependence is found empirically by analyzing data of fifteen pairs of heavy ions. According to this criterion
the center-of-mass energy, above which refraction prevails over absorption, is proportional to Z,z,.

NUCLEAR SCATTERING Optical and diffraction models, rainbow refraction of
heavy ions.

I. INTRODUCTION

In today's language one could say that the first
scattering experiments with nuclei, as inter-
preted by Rutherford, showed that the nucleus-
nucleus potential is a Coulomb potential, ' Z, Z,e2/

r, at distances r&10" cm, or equivalently that
o/os = 1, with o„~[sin(8/2)] ', for trajectories
which imply internuclei distances of closest ap-
proach greater than the above mentioned limit.
The energy and angle which mark the frontier of
validity to the equivalence o jvR =1 thus offered
the first crude measurement of the nuclear size.
The deflection function 8(f), for a charged particle
with sufficient energy, scattered in the electro-
static field of an extended (not point) charge, has
a maximum (or a minimum, for opposite charges)
8„' ', which implies a singularity in the classical
cross section, or oscillations, an enhancement,
and a sharp drop in the corresponding quantal
cross section. This is called the Coulomb rainbow.

In addition to the electrostatic long-range re-
pulsion the nucleus-nucleus interaction has a very
strong attraction at distances of a few fm, and
this can force the deflection function to go through
a minimum' 8„', at smaller values of the orbital.
momentum. The corresponding cross section ef-
fect is called the nuclear rainbow.

For small projectiles (Z & 2) the Coulomb po-
tential is weak and the nuclear rainbow dominates,
(8„'~ ~&g„'c', while the contrary is true for heavy
ions. Goldberg' has stressed the need for experi-
mental data up to angles beyond those correspond-
ing to the nuclear rainbow if one has to determine
unambiguously the optical potential for describing
the alpha-nucleus elastic scattering. %ith Li,
and possibly with Be also, a weak nuclear rainbow

can still be observed, but not with heavier pro-
jectiles. Indeed the strong absorption, typical of
heavy ion collisions, enters into play rathex
sharply at a critical distance greater than the
distance of closest approach corresponding to the
nuclear rainbow trajectory, and the latter is pre-
vented from contributing to the elastic scattering.
Absorption is described in an optical model by
means of an imaginary potential.

In the opinion of some authors" the Coul. omb
rainbow does seem to play a role in the el,astic
scattering of heavy ions at least at certain ener-
gies. Classically this is a refraction effect pro-
duced by the real part of the optical potential. In
a quantal description, because of the blurring of
the trajectory and interference effects, the rain-
bow angular distribution of o/crs shows a series
of oscillations with increasing amplitude followed
by a quasiexponential fall into the classically for-
bidden (or shadow) region. A similar picture can
be obtained, on the other hand, by the absorption
sharp boundary with the contribution of the "di-
verging lens" effect produced by the strong Cou-
lomb field, and this is called Fresnel diffraction.
Frahn' and Puller' hold that the analysis of the
phase of the scattering amplitude rules out the
rainbow interpretation. More recently, however,
Satchler' considers that the question is not yet
completely resolved whether such a pattexn is
due to the refractive effects of the real nuclear
potential (i.e., whether it should be called rainbow
scattering) or whether it is diffractive (i.e.,
whether it should be called Fresnel scattering)
due to the sudden onset of strong absorption at
the nuclear surface.

In this work we do not intend to solve the prob-
lem but only offer a comparison between an ab-
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sorption distance and a rainbow distance whichmay
have some bearing on it: One would think that
whichever distance is greater will tend to make
the corresponding effect prevail. Nevertheless,
the definition of both distances, especially the
rainbow one, are somehow tied to the classical
concept of trajectory and the interplay between
refractive and interference effects in both inter-
pretations is too apparent for the argument to be
conclusive.

The ambiguity in the definitions of these dis-
tances is described in Sec. II. A regular energy
dependence of such distances is suggested in Sec.
III. The criterion of Sec. II is applied to fifteen
pairs of heavy ions in Sec. IV. Finally, a simple
Z,Z, dependence is found in Sec. V for the crossing
energy above which refraction would dominate;
some concluding remarks are summarized in Sec.
VI. Energies are given in MeV and distances in
fm throughout this work.

II. STRONG ABSORPTION DISTANCE
AND RAINBOW DISTANCE

There are in the literature many, not altogether
equivalent, definitions designed to describe the
internuclei distance at which the probability of
a non-purely-elastic event becomes important. '
Perhaps the most popular, and the one we use in
this paper, is the strong absorption radius de-
fined as the distance of closest approach of the
Rutherford trajectory with 50@ absorption. This
definition mixes quantum and classical concepts:
The scattering matrix S, is computed for integer
values of l by solving the Schr5dinger equation
with a complex potential; then a value l„is inter-
polated for which the partial wave (if it existed
for noninteger l) would have transmission coef-
ficient T„,=1—(S„,~'=2; and a classical tra-
jectory is chosen. with angular momentum l„+~,
semiclassically corresponding' to the quantum
orbital momentum l„. Then our strong absorp-
tion radius is

(f +L)2 l/I
R 0 1+ 1+sa

with 0 = (2mE/g)" ' and q = Z,Z,e'/Kv
Equation (1) neglects the effect of the nuclear

potential on the trajectory. The nuclear potential
is very weak for r &R„and usually causes no
sensible change in this trajectory. In very few
cases the exact (not Rutherford) trajectory cor-
responding to l„+~ jumps inside the pocket,
formed by the effective (real+ centrifugal) poten-
tial, and reaches a distance of closet approach
much shorter than (1). Such classical trajectory
would be absorbed by the imaginary potential and

give no contribution to elastic scattering. It is
reasonable therefore to use Eq. (1) rather than
a more exact one which would be either equivalent
or, when not, meaningless to our problem.

The strong absorption radius just defined de-
pends on the real and imaginary parts of the op-
tical potential fitted to the experimental data for a
given pair of nuclei at a given energy. It is a well
known feature of heavy ion elastic scattering that
there is a large amount of ambiguity in the deter-
mination of the optical potential by the experi-
mental data." This ambiguity, at least with the
sets of experimental data available today, implies
fluctuations of say +0.1 fm in the values of R„
obtained with potentials that fit the data with a
g differing less than 1% from the best fit. ' With
less stringent fits the oscillations of R„are much
larger.

The value of R„is known to decrease slowly
with increasing energy for a given pair. " In par-
ticular for "0+' 'Pb the value of R„at 192 MeV
is 0.32 fm shorter than at 129.5 MeV, and this
energy dependence is the same within +0.02 for
other alternative definitions of a strong absorp-
tion radius considered in Ref. 8. We note that this
change (0.32) is comparable with, and the fluc-
tuation (0.02) substantially smaller than, the de-
gree of indetermination one obtains when deriv-
ing R„from a particular fit to a given set of data.
In this particular case we have determined R„as
the central value among those corresponding to a
large sample of good fits. But this procedure is
not practical for a general study of the energy
dependence of R„because of the amount of com-
puting time required and because in many cases
we do not have the numerical experimental data
and must rely on the optical model fits published
by other authors.

Consequently the comparison of the R„value
at two different energies may not be meaningful
if the two fits have been done with a different cri-
terion: one with a shallow and the other with a
deep potential; or one fits the depth with a given
radius, while the other varies the radius with a
fixed depth, etc.

As a measure of the distance at which rainbow
refraction takes place we define a (Coulomb) rain-
bow distance as the distance of closest approach
of the Rutherford trajectory corresponding to the
rainbow angular momentum

R, =-" 1+ 1+

where l„makes maximum the deflection function.
Except for the semiclassical substitution l„-l„+&,
this definition is classical, and R„depends only
on the real part of the optical potential. The real
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nuclear potential determines the rainbow orbital
momentum /„, but its effect in the trajectory is
neglected in Eq. (2) for the same reasons we ex-
plained in the A„case.

The ambiguity of the optical potential implies a
certain degree of indefiniteness in B„, as in 8„.
Hence the general trend of a large amount of data,
rather than one particular value, will be signifi-
cant.

8 =A+BE '"
sk

R =C-DE 3~
r

(5)

(6)

IV. "EXPERIMENTAL" VALUES OF R~ AND Rr

The amount of good data sets (wide angular range
with good resolution and small errors, which
would determine the optical potential in an unam-

III. BEHAVIOR OF R AND R, WITH ENERGY

The difficulties outlined in the previous section
are not an encouraging introduction to the endeavor
of looking for some kind of regularity in the en-
ergy dependence of B„and 8„. If there exists any
such regularity, it should stand out more clearl. y
when the same optical potential is used to describe
the elastic scattering of a pair at different enex-
gies. Bond et g/."have fitted with the same
Woods-Saxon (WS) potential the scattering of "C
by ~Ca at 40, 48, 60, and 68 MeV. With this po-
tential we have computed B„and B„not only at
those energies but also at eleven other energies
between 25 and 500 Me&. By this we do not pre-
tend that the predictions of this particular poten-
tial should be good thxough all that range of ener-
gies. But these results should make easier to
find the best functional form R„(E) and R,(E) cor-
responding to a fixed potential, so that this be-
havior is checked later on against the available
data for other pairs at a more limited range of
enex'gies.

Actually the 15 values computed for B„and 8„
at 25&E& 500 happen to be linear in E "' and
E "', respectively, with corx elation coefficients
very close to 1:

R„=7.338+7.308E '~' (r' = 0.9995}, (3)

R, =10.193—50.1tE 'I' (r'=0.99V3) . (4)

We do not know of a mathematical or physical
reason why these relations should be exact. More-
over, we doubt that the same potential can fit the
experimental elastic scattering angulax' distr ibu-
tion at such a large variety of energies. But we
shall see in the next section that the existing data
do yield values of R„and R, which can in most
cases be approximated well by similar formulas:

biguous way as much as possible) at an ample
range of energies for a given pair of heavy ions is
rather scanty and fairly recent. We survey in this
section the optical model fits available to us and
the resulting values of R„and R,. We shall meet
two types of optical potentials: the conventional
WS fits on one hand, and, on the other hand, a
large sample of fits published by Satchler and
Love" with a folding real potential and a WS ima-
ginary part. In the latter cases we have substi-
tuted for the real folded potential an analytical
approximation

V(r) = —Vos" exp(-s/ae), if s ~ nas

= —V, (nae)"e ", if s ~nas,

with

s=x-C —C2&

C,. =R,. —h /R, , b=1 fm

R, = (1.13+0.00022-)A.'".
The validity of this approximation in the relevant
region (1(s(4) is pointed out in Ref. 13 and has
been checked by us in some of these cases as well
as in foldings with another effective interaction. "
The optical model fits for each pair, and the cor-
responding values of A„and A, are reported here
in detail and summarized in Table I and Figs. 1
to 4.

tLi+ Ca at 28, 30, 34, 50.6, and 256 Me V from
Ref. 23. The parameters in Eg. (7) that fit the
folding are V, =83.98, n=0.6881, and g~=0.6631.
The imaginary potential used for the fit at 30
MeV has a much sharper boundary (smaller aI)
than the neighboring energies and predicts a con-
siderably smaller reaction cross section. The
value of A„also is much too low and so this energy
has been omitted in Fig. 1 as well as in the least
square determination of the parameters of Eqs.
(5) and (6}.

~Be+ Si at seven different energies in the range
-30 MV Bodek e~ z/ '5 give three different

WS fits with equal real and imaginary geometry
common to all the energies:

(i) V0=20, W0=35.2, r=1.09, a =0.80,

(ii) Vo=40, W0=69.7, r =0.95, a=0.82,
(iii) V, =100, W, =174.9, r= 708a=0.84.

None of them gives a rainbow effect at 12 MeV.
All three give a very good fit to Egs. (5) and (6),
as can be seen in columns 6 and 9 of Table I and
case (ii) in Fig. 3. Their predictions for R„and
R„differ %0.1 fm from one potential to another.

~C+ ~~Ca at 40, 48, 60 and 68 MeV. These have
been fitted with one and the same WS potential
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TABLE I. Analytical fit to the energy dependence of the streng absorption radius, R ~ = A + BE"i~3, and to the rain-
bow radius, R, = C —DE, and correlation coefficient of the fits, r . The centerof-mass energy E+~, at which
R„=R„and the percentage difference relative to the prediction E~m =ZiZ2/6. 19 are given in the last two columns.

No.
Reaction points ~ Ref.

GLi + 40( a

SBe+ 28Si

i3C + 40Ca
i5N + 27A

i6O + 24Mg

"0 + "Mg

i6O + 28Si

i6O + 30S.

i60 + 40Ca

i6O + 59(
i6O +208Pb

"0 + "Mg
20Ne+ 40Ca
4'Ca+ "Ca
84Kr +20'Bi

4(1)

4

4
6(2)

5(2)

50)

5 (2)
6

f
f
g
g
b
g
b
h
b

f
j
b
k

6.637

E

6.787
6.691
6.665
7.338
6.996
6.594
6.624
7.908
7.782
6.871
7.932
7.471
7.765
8.318

10.693
6.782
8.400
8.835

13.569

7.420
6.227
6.324
6.423
7.308
6.557
7.652
7.747
3.409
4.451
7.848
4.227
7.999
6.781
7.062

10.10
7.543
7.896
9.988
6.084

0.999 1
0.999 8
0.999 7
0.999 7
0.999 5
0.999 7
0.999 98
0.999 7
0.987
0.889
0.979
0.949
0.993
0.999 6
0.961
0.904
0.999 96
0.971
0.998 5
1

9.778
9.236
9.156
9.111

10.193
9.994
9.478
9.640

10.025
10.156
9.701

10.268
10.228
10.320
10.640
12.896
9.492

10.970
11.164
14.407

31.94
20.1S
21.65
20.13
50.17
41.87
39.48
46.48

109.3
124.1
62.42

120.1
90.6
98.3

117.2
170.5
44.43

193.6
560.2

2596

0.942
0.9912
0.994 5
0.998 6
O.SS7 3
0.999 99
0.999 3
0.999 8
0.998 4
0.997 4
0.997 3
0.999 5
0.999 3
0.999 3
0.9SS 9
0.795
0.998 8
0.918 7
0.999 91
1

16.8
16.2
16.7
17.3
19.5
11.9
15.6
15.5
14.8
17.1
20.1
16.9
27.3
24.9
36.9

108
17.0
36.2
66.1

485

73
79
85
91
0.6

-19
0.6

-0.1
-4.6
-5.5
11
-6.6

5.6
3Q7

5.7
0.7
9.6

12
2.3
0.5

'Number of different energies for which an optical potential, fitted to experimental data, has been used to obtain &»
and R,. The points in parentheses are not considered in the fit of columns 4 to 9.

b Analytical approximation, Eq. P), to folded potential of Ref. 13.
Reference 15.

dReference 12.
~Reference 16.
Reference 17 ~

&Reference 18.
"Reference 20.
' Data averaged from Refs. 11, 13, and 21.
' Reference 22.
"Reference 23.

11m

10

100 E (MeY) 50 30

Ne+ ca--e20 40

13c 40c

300 200 1(m E(MeV)
I

4I I I

"0+ Pb- —- o

l60 40Ca

12- l60 59C

"ca -ca------o
E ~ ~

~~
8—

I

0.2
I

E-1/3 0.3 E-A

FIG. 1. Strong absorption radius g~ (black symbols)
and a rainbow distance P~ (open symbols) as a function
of the projectile energy. The curves are least square
fits g~=A+B + and Q, =C-DE 3~2.

FIG. 2. Strong absorption radius R~ (black symbols)
and rainbow distance p~ (open symbols) as a function
of the projectile energy. The curves are least square
fits g~=A+BE ~ and g =C —D
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FIG. 3. Strong absorption radius R~ (black symbols)
and rainbow distance R, (open symbols) as a function
of the projectile energy. The curves are least square
fits R =A+BE and R =C —DE 3

.~.r
&6O,3OS,.

16 260+ Mg —- —~
16 240 + Mg-------

I

0.25 0.30
E-1/3 (g~yM)

0.35

by Bond et al.' As we have expl. ained in the pre-
vious section, a much wider range of energies
without reference to experimental. data has been
considered for this potential and is shown in Fig.
1.

'~N+ ~~Al at four energies between 33 and 70Me V.
These have been fitted with a six parameter WS
potential by Prosser et al."and the resulting val-
ues of the strong absorption and rainbow radii
follow very accurately the proposed E dependence
of Eqs. (5) and (6). They are shown in Fig. 3.

' 0+ ' Mg (Fig. 4) and' 0+ Mg (Fig. 3) at
five energies betureen 32 and 7Z Me V These ha. ve
been fitted each pair to an energy-independent six-
parameter WS potential by Tabor et al." Fortune
et al. have published another WS fit to 0+ Mg
at four energies between 35 and 50 MeV with the
real and imaginary depths linear in energy. In
this case the fits (5) and (6) are less accurate.

'~0+ 8'~ $i. Fortune et a/. "have published the
same type of WS fits also for these reactions at
the same energies 35-50 MeV, and again the
energy dependence of the potential makes formula
(5} less accurate. "0+"Si has also been fitted
by Satchler and Love at eight energies from 37.7
to 215.2 MeV and their folding is approximated by
Eq. (7) with V0=129.06, n=1.1825, and as =0.5031.
The values of R, (and to some extent of R„) pre-
dicted by this potential at the two highest energies
are in strong disagreement with the behavior fol-
lowed at lower energies and have not been con-
sidered in Fig. 1 or in the fits of Eqs. (5) and (6}.
But one can see'9 that the g' of the folding poten-
tials at these energies is substantially higher than
with a WS potential.

0+ Ca at seven energies from 40 to 214.1
Me V. These are also included in the folding po-
tentials of Ref. 13 and are here approximated with
Vp=135.93, n=1.1282, and a„=0.5174. Among the

FIG. 4. Strong absorption radius R ~ (black symbols}
and rainbow distance R~ (open symbols) as a function of
the projectile energy. The curves are least square fits
R =A+BE ~ and R =C —DESa r

different alternatives offered by the authors we
have preferred, whenever possible, those with
the same normalization. At 55.6 and 60 MeV it
has not been possibl. e: These points in Fig. 2 are
slightly out of the smooth curve and have not been
used in the fit. Also Vigdor et al."have published
several WS fits to this reaction at five energies
between 55.6 and 214.1 MeV. We have chosen the
one called 2a, which is common to all thh ener-
gies and gives a more smooth behavior for our
curves.

'~0+ ~Co at six energies ranging from 40 to 444. 7
Me V. These are also included in the folded poten-
tials available to us. This folding has been ap-
proximated with V, =139.25, n =1.1138, and

a =0.5226. Data at 45.5 MeV require a different
renormalization and this makes the values of R„
and A, out of a smooth behavior; so they have not
been used in the fit of Eqs. (5) and (6), nor in Fig.
2.

0+ Pb. This pair has been measured at many
energies and studied in many ways. The folded
potential, applied to data at 129.5, 192, and 312.6
MeV, has been approximated here with Vp 141 5,
n =1.0081, and a„=0.5499. Data at 129.5 and 192
MeV were also fitted by Ball et al."with four
parameter WS potentials. A reasonable choice
(or average, in the case of 129.5 MeV) of these
various possibilities has been plotted in Fig. 2
and used for the fits (5) and (6). Videbaek et al."
have measured and fitted with WS potentials this
pair at many close energies in the interval 80-96
MeV. They fix the potential depth and vary the
radius. The resulting fluctuations in the values
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of R„and A„due to the potential ambiguity, are
rather meaningless in such a narrow energy in-
terval, and we have taken an average value of these
quantities associated to an average energy. This
pair also has been considered by Vaz et al." They
explicitly study the energy dependence of the strong
absorption radius and the rainbow radius for a
given potential which is supposed to be valid for
all the energies, and they found 9,&A„at higher
energies, the crossing point being about 90 MeV
projectile energy for an optimum imaginary radius
~,=1.82 or 170 MeV for a possible yz=1.42 (see
Fig. 2 of Ref. 24). In an associated paper Vaz and
Alexander" suggest that this crossing energy for
other pairs may depend on the strength of the Cou-
lomb field, an idea which w e shall confirm in the
next section in a more quantitative way.¹+Ca at seven energies from 44.1 to 70.4
Me V. These have been measured and fitted by
Van Sen et al.2 with %'S potentials of constant
depth and energy-dependent geometry. Two of the
energies (48.9 and 55.7 MeV) give values of the
radii a l.ittle below the smooth curve, and have not
been used in the fit nor plotted in Fig. 1.

Ca+ Ca at six energies from 243.6 to Z40
Me t/'. These are included among the folded poten-
tials of Ref. 13 and approximated here with V,
= 162.67, n = 1.1313, and a~ =0.5234. Since they
have the same renormalization and imaginary po-
tential at all energies, we expect and find a regu-
lar behavior in R„(E) and R„(E).

Kr+ Bi. We have data and WS potentials
fitted to them at two energies only" (600 and 712
MeV) so that the curves are determined exactly,
and they happen to cross between these two ener-
gies.

V. COULOMB DEPENDENCE OF THE CROSSING
ENERGY

In the results of the previous section one can
see that B,&A„at high energies and A„&A, at
low energies (frequently extrapolated from exist-
ing data). The crossing energy, such that R„(E")
=R,(E*), was suspected to be related to the
strength of the Coulomb field. " In order to study
this possible connection in a quantitative way we
have plotted in Fig. 5 the center-of-mass crossing
energy, E,* = EM, (M/, M+, ), as a function of

Z,Z, . A log-log scale has been chosen for a better
distribution of the points. At the same time it is
apparent that, with the exception of the paixs in-
cluding 'l. l or 9Be projectiles (not shown in the
plot), all the others correspond rather well with
a stxaight l.ine with 45 slope. This means a
proportionality between E", and Z,Z,

E", =Z,Z /6. 19. (8)

500

E

100

l0 I I I I I I I j I

500 l000

Z) Zp

FIG. 5. The crossing energy, where g~=g„measured
in the center-of-mass system as a function of g~Z2.

In the l.ast two columns of Table I we give the
experimental value of E,"obtained by equating
the fits

A. +B(E*) ' ' =C —D(E") ' '

and the percentage deviation of this experimental
value from the prediction of Eq. (8). This devia-
tion is no more than a few percent with the excep-
tion of the two lighter projectiles, which have not
been considered in the fit (8). They once more do
not altogether behave like heavy ions.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

%'e have found empirically analytical expressions
that describe quite accurately the variation with
energy of the strong absorption radius, Eq. (5),
and the Coulomb rainbow radius, Eq. (6), corres-
ponding to a complex optical potential of the Woods-
Saxon type. Such analytical expressions seem to
be applicable also to values of A„and R, cor-
responding to optical potentials actually fitted to the
existing data of elastic scattering for evexy given
pair of heavy ions at different energies, at least
when a constant (or smoothly E-dependent) poten-
tial is used for all the energies and the same pair.

This conct. usion is arrived at only after a certain
selection of the data is made. This fact weakens
the strength of the conclusion but is justified by
the difficulties pointed out in Sec. II. The relative
amount of data that fits in our scheme is large
enough to make it meaningful. Qur functions
R, (E) and R,(E) cross at a point which, if mea-
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sured in the c.m. frame of reference, is propor-
tional to Z,Z„as indicated by Eq. (8). This re-
sult suggests that refraction prevails over ab-
sorption in determining the elastic scattex ing
angular distribution above such crossing energy,
while the contrary would be the case at lower
energies.
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